


M/24 is taking inspiration from the eclectic nature of the 
Leederville scene with a new set of apartments that have been 
designed to perfection. 

Distinctive architectural details and a unique set of materials make 
for an unusual and complex design that has been destined for the 
streets of Leederville and those who will call it home. 

Morning, noon and night M/24 is a place that comes alive with each 
new day. You’ll be a stone’s throw from all the flavours and fashion 
you love; while having easy access to transport and the city. It’s not 
every day you see an opportunity quite like this.

IT’S NOT WHAT
YOU WERE
EXPECTING BUT
IT’S EVERYTHING
YOU’LL LOVE



Simple, light and open; M/24's interiors are the ultimate blank 
canvas. Our architects have selected a palette of contemporary 
finishes completely in keeping with Leederville's eclectic heart.

Slick gloss cupboards meet a bright, wood-look feature pantry in  
an open kitchen with European appliances and composite-stone 
bench tops. 

It is a space for living, your way. 

A CREATIVE 
SPACE TO
MAKE YOUR OWN 



World-renowned architectural firm ARM have taken their lead 
from the original use of the site as home to Golden West Aerated 
Water Company (established c1902) and designed a stunning 
contemporary statement.

The building’s screened façade was generated by computers 
modelling the patterns formed when bubbles intersect. 
The beautiful, dynamic patterns – known as ‘Voronoi’ tessellations – 
give the impression of a form bubbling out of the site.

ARM Architects are best known in Western Australia as the 
designers of the iconic Perth Arena.



It’s a hub that’s alive around the clock – 
boutique hopping during the day; restaurant 
and bar exploring through the evening. 
Arthouse films at the Luna meet some of the 
best coffee Perth has to offer – diversity is 
Leederville’s trademark. M/24 sits perfectly 
amongst this quirky, artsy vibe. 

M/24 is another Leederville icon in the making.  

WHEN YOU
LIVE AMONGST
IT ALL,
YOU CAN
PLAY AMONGST
IT ALL



Whether you’re dining in or dining out, if you love food, you’ve 
found your home. You will have a world of flavour at your doorstep. 
The lauded Duende a few doors down, gourmet burgers on the 
corner and authentic Asian down the road – it will take you a life 
time to bore of the options Leederville offers. 

Or if you’d prefer to eat in, M/24’s beautiful kitchens will bring out 
your inner chef. With a gourmet supermarket open 24/7 just a short 
stroll away, you can live by your own clock. 

GET YOUR
MASTERCHEF ON
– OR LEAVE IT
TO THE PROS



© 2015 M/Group. This brochure has been prepared in good faith however the accuracy of the 
information is not warranted by the developer. Recipients of the brochure should make their  
own enquiries and refer to the Contract of Sale. Building perspectives contained herein are  
artist impressions.

match

Match is WA’s only true boutique development 
brand. Through the delivery of quality design-based 
projects Match has established a loyal following for 
its developments.

Match is a hallmark of style, quality and responsibility.
We believe in staying ahead of the pack and raising the 
bar in everything we do. Therefore we choose projects 
that are able to offer something more, something differ-
ent. Many of our projects have reinvigorated heritage 
buildings and renewed historic town centres.

Our track record shows that we create beautiful spaces 
that people want to live and work in today, and build-
ings that are well constructed so they provide returns 
well into the future. Put simply, quality means security.

We believe that design isn’t only about glass and steel, 
or the way a building looks. It’s also about choosing the 
right site. We see design as a delicate balancing act that 
seeks to address aesthetic, social, heritage, statutory, 
environmental and amenity concerns.

We build for the way people really want to live.  
We weave our developments into the fabric of local com-
munities because we want to create interesting build-
ings that in-turn create interesting neighbourhoods.

match

394 Stirling Highway 
Claremont 6010
Western Australia
Tel: +61 (0)8 9324 3855
Fax: +61 (0)8 9324 3866
Email: info@TheMatchGroup.com.au
www.thematchgroup.com.au

sales enquiries

Tel: +61 (0)432 660 066

m/24

201 Carr Place
Leederville 6007
Western Australia
www.m24apartments.com

awards

• 2011 Finalist
 Adaptive Reuse
 Western Australian Heritage Awards

• 2010 Finalist
 Innovation Excellence Awards
 Property Council of Australia

• 2009 Winner
 Innovation Excellence Awards
 Property Council of Australia

• 2009 Winner
 Adaptive Reuse
 Western Australian Heritage Awards
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